
SMALL LOCAL COFFEE SHOP
IDEA BRAINSTORM & CASE STUDIES



COFFEE SHOP IDEA (TARGET AUDIENCE:  TEEN – YOUNG ADULT / MAIN,  ADULT / SECONDARY)

No Chill Coffee shop’s concept revolves around the idea of breaking the stereotypes that coffee shops are laid back, 
rustic and calm. The No Chill coffee shop will be pretty laid back during the weekday, to cater those who wants to 
relax after a long day at work or school, or for those who are in it for business discussions. However, during the 
weekend, the shop will show its true colors, hosting events (self hosted as well as hosting for other community 
events) that makes the coffee shop lively.  The highlight of the coffee shop will be in its unordinary monthly themes, 
which are mostly random or correlated (but not directly) with trends or holiday in that particular month / season.  

¡ The monthly theme will act as a platform for weird promotions to throw off the customers and give that special 
edge & quirk to the coffee shop. (e.g: Orange Purse November will give discounts to customers who walk into 
the shop with an orange purse / bag). 

¡ The overall ambiance of the coffee shop would not change, but the decorations would and a special menu would 
be presented. The decorations won’t go overboard either because we will have the employees wear 
corresponding (to the theme that month) costumes during weekends to further emphasize the theme. 



NAME OPTIONS FOR THE COFFEE SHOP

¡ No Chill coffee shop

¡ Chatfe

¡ Chatffeine

¡ Thema Café

¡ Nanisore? Coffee Shop (“What The?”)



IDEAS FOR THE CRAZY MONTHLY THEMES

• Singles
• TOPLESS MERMEN
• KURO NEKO
• Orange
• White beard 

Christmas
• Sushi September
• Marching band
• Cosmic
• Goth / Lolita

• Korean Fever
• Sakura Specials(?)
• May Day (idk man.. a 

play on words)
• Surprises (april fools 

shit)
• No shave November
• Sex-tember
• Circus
• Masquerade 
• OZ
• Murder special? Like 

detective shit
• Independence day 

• Cat-ffeine
• Cat-lloween
• Guns n’ Roses 
• Zodiac specials
•



HATTER STREET BAKEHOUSE & CAFÉ (SINGAPORE)

Inspired by Alice in Wonderland, Hatter Street is  a bakery shop / café with the concept of bringing customer through 
a food journey & culinary experience like no other.  The cuisine of Hatter Street represents a pushing of boundaries 
of what are accepted as the norm & is based upon the chef’s whimsical journey in life from around the world.

¡ Message to the Consumer

The café wants to give consumer an extraordinary food experience through their cuisine, enhanced by its theatrical -
Alice in Wonderland inspired - interior decoration.

¡ Highlights

The cuisine & ambience of the café

The theme of the café

A more playful & youthful branding compared to standard coffee shops





ALCATRAZ ER (TOKYO, JAPAN, AGE 18-21+)

The restaurant use a mad-asylum theme to entertain their guest. This started as soon 
as the customer enters the restaurant, with them being lead to their table that is 
located inside a jail cell while them being handcuffed. The waiter and waitresses dress 
as nurses, however their dress is somewhat explicit. Their drinks are also unique with 
in a way that they use blood bag, a person’r head, a baby’s bottle and a vibrator/dildo to 
mix the beverages. There is occasionally a person dress in a mad clown costume that’ll 
run through the jail’s hallway to greet or disturb the guest while they’re waiting or 
enjoying their dinner.

¡ Message to the Consumer

The message of the restaurant is vague. The restaurant doesn’t focus on the food as 
much as the entertainment it provides. It is one of those one of a kind experience that 
the customer will never forget. 

¡ Highlight

The theme of the “Mad-Asylum” is heavily emphasize. They don’t only decorate the 
place with blood and gore, but also have their customer have the same experience 
you’ll have in a mad asylum quite literally.





RUANG SEDUH (AK.SARA, KEMANG)

Ruang Seduh is a coffee shop located behind Ak’sa.ra Kemang. The interior is all white that resembles a lab, where 
you can experiment for yourself.

¡ Message they are conveying to the consumers

It’s a comfy hangout spot, especially for those who like to read.

¡ Highlights

For coffee enthusiasts, they can brew their own cup of coffee – or learn how to – or for those who just want to 
order, they can do that to.





SUBTITLES (LONDON)

Subtitles is a café dedicated to films, located in Kingsland High Street, London. They sell DVDs and film posters to.

¡ Message they are conveying to the consumers

Any movie lover can come here to bond over the things they have in common.

¡ Highlight / unique point / brand

Not only do they sell film related things, they also regularly hold events like Tea Parties and Czech film poster 
exhibitions.





GIYANTI COFFEE ROASTERY (MENTENG)

A small coffee shop located in the Menteng area which prides itself for serving the best coffee (beans) selection from 
around the world, as well as some of the best cookies & homemade apple pies in Jakarta. 

¡ Message to the Consumer

With the slogan of  “Modern Coffee with a Traditional Touch”, Giyanti café sends a message to the consumer that it is 
a coffee shop which serves coffee from the best of coffee beans, to be enjoyed by both coffee enthusiasts beginner 
and coffee connoisseurs. 

¡ Highlights

Finest coffee beans

“Modern coffee” experience with traditional vibe

Sunday – Monday “closed for roasting”




